MHRA bibliography: quick crib sheet

These references are formatted as they would appear in the bibliography, rather than as footnotes.

The bibliography should be arranged alphabetically, by surname of the author. If there is more than one work by the same author, the author’s name should be substituted by a dash after the first appearance, and these items should then be arranged in alphabetical order of title.

Separate entries should be listed for different chapters in the same edited book. Anonymous works are listed alphabetically by their title.

Items in a bibliography don't end in a full stop.

**Book**
Family name, Author first name or INITIAL(s) [for first author], and Author first name(s) Family name [for other authors], *Title: Subtitle*, Series/Edition/Volume details if relevant (Place of publication: Publisher name, Year of publication)


**Chapter in an edited book**
Family name, Author first name or INITIAL(s) [for first author] and Author first name(s) Family name [for other authors], ‘Title of Chapter’, in *Book Title: Subtitle*, ed. by Editor/Author (Place of publication: Publisher name, Year of publication), page numbers of chapter [Only the last two digits are required within the same hundred page range]


**Journal article (print)**
Family name, Author first name or INITIAL(s) [for first author], and Author first name(s) Author surname [for other authors], ‘Title of Article’, *Title of Journal*, Volume (Year of Publication), first and last page numbers of the article

The letters pp. are not required for article pages. The page numbers usually indicate the relevant volume part, so the part number can be omitted if the parts within each volume are continuously paginated. If the parts are individually paginated the format is: Volume. Part (Year of Publication)

**Journal article (online)**
Family name, Author first name(s), ‘Title of Article’, *Title of Journal*, Volume. Part (Year of Publication), page numbers or article number <URL or DOI> [accessed date – not needed if using DOI link]


**Website or webpage**
Family name, Author first name(s), ‘Title of page or article’, *Title of Main Website* <URL> [accessed date]


‘Art, Artefacts & Conservation’, *ChurchCare: Cathedral and Church Buildings Division, Archbishops’ Council* <http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/art-artefacts-conservation> [accessed 03 October 2016]